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Wondering what to wear this
season? The ladies at Cream Rose
boutique in Fenstanton will be able
to help. Louise Cummings pops
along to meet the ‘dress doctors’
who specialise in fabulous frocks
for all occasions.

Coming up
roses Photography by Keith Jones

rose gold: The stylish Creamrose team – Tania shields, stephanie Chamberlain and luanne Hill
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here’s much excitement as I arrive at
Fenstanton fashion boutique Cream Rose.
I’d like to say it’s down to my impeccable

dress sense (ahem) or the canary yellow box
bag gracing my arm. But no, the buzz in the air is

owing to a large non-descript cardboard box sitting in the
middle of the light, airy occasionwear store.
“It’s the latest delivery of prom dresses,” says boutique

owner Luanne Hill, as she hovers over the box, wielding
a pair of scissors. “It’s just like Christmas,” she enthuses,
eyes twinkling as she reveals the precious contents within;
layers of floaty tulle and shimmering, jewel-encrusted
bodices in a kaleidoscope of pretty, pastel shades. “We
haven’t seen the dresses since we went to the trade show,
so it’s exciting when they finally get delivered!”
Clambering up from the floor, she smooths down

her stunning hourglass pencil dress (a cleverly cut floral
number from The Pretty Dress Company; a Cream Rose
brand, of course), and is joined by business partner
Tania Shields and boutique manager Stephanie
Chamberlain. The style council is assembled, and boy,
do they look good!
The shrewd trio took over long-running dress store The

Frock Exchange last October and have transformed the
tired space into a chic yet welcoming boutique, which
draws you in with its rails of exquisite floor-sweeping
gowns and one-off frocks. Stretching across one wall,
show-stopping prom dresses and evening gowns by Mon
Cheri, Dynasty and Goya hang resplendently, graduating
in colour from deepest teal, through ruby red and emerald
green to classic black, drizzled in crystals and beautifully
embellished. To the right is a wardrobe brimming with
divine occasion pieces, perfect for garden parties,
weddings and cruises. And strolling through
to a second room, red carpet looks abound,
from swishy cocktail dresses to the
prettiest pink and purple princess gowns.
“Lots of celebrities have been wearing

this look,” says Luanne, directing my
attention to a shimmering mint two-
piece displayed on a mannequin in the
window: a dramatic full tulle skirt rising
up to an embellished sleeveless top, with
a dainty row of buttons snaking down the
back. “We think it’s going to be very popular next
season,” she smiles.
Towards the back of the cavernous boutique is the Style

Room, which houses bridesmaid dresses, creations for tall
ladies by Russian designer Nataliya and the all-important
foundation underwear (it’s the Holy Grail, according
to Gok). It’s also where Luanne turns ‘dress doctor’,
dispensing invaluable advice on what suits particular body
shapes and skin tones.
So how did Luanne become such a style guru? Well,

as unlikely as it sounds, it all started with a job in IT. “I
began working in IT many hundred years ago now, and
there weren’t many women in that industry, so it was
very awkward because I was female, young and shy,” she
explains. “I very quickly learned that how you dress has

a huge impact on how people perceive you, and more
importantly on how you feel.”
Savvy dressing coupled with bags of talent saw

Luanne soar up the career ladder, eventually owning a
software company with her husband, which she sold
in 2002 to move to Australia. And Down Under there
was no shortage of demand for her personal styling
tips, with Luanne running independent college courses
to help women back into work, then mentoring at the
Department of Immigration. “They asked me to help
people coming to work in Australia, who might be
highly skilled – like neuroscientists for example – but

not necessarily able to engage brilliantly with
people,” she explains.

This snowballed, with friends asking
Luanne to style first them, then their
husbands. “I did that for about six years
and I loved it,” she recalls. “It’s so great
to see people feeling more comfortable
in their own skin, liking what they
see in the mirror and growing in self-
confidence.”
Next came an offer from Saga to work on

one of their cruise ships, sailing from Australia
to Hong Kong. “I thought about it for all of 20

minutes and then said yes! It was fantastic,” she smiles.
Back on English soil, Luanne decided to launch her own

personal styling business called Accent on the Positive,
coaching a variety of clients to greater confidence. And it
was while enjoying a bottle of wine with her good friend
Tania Shields one night that the pair hatched a plan to
open their own boutique.
Taking up the story, Tania, whose background is in the

travel industry and sales, says: “Luanne and I met working
in IT and had been friends for years.When I went to visit
her in Australia she ended up dragging me on some of her
courses to help with Powerpoint and so on! Even then we
thought it would be good in the future to work together
because we got on so well.

T
interview
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“When she launched Accent on the Positive, I’d often go
along and help, and then one night, over said bottle of wine,
Luanne was saying how frustrating it was that you couldn’t
always find the right eveningwear for people in the shops. So
she said ‘Why don’t we just set up our own boutique?’ and
the rest is history.”
The search for premises started, but with Cambridge ruled
out because of sky-high rents, it seemed fateful that The

Frock Exchange – a store in a prime village location,
which was already known for selling prom dresses –
came on the market. It was perfect. With Stephanie
on board, bringing years of hospitality and
management experience to the table, the three
set about knocking the business into shape.
“There was dark wallpaper and the shop

looked dated, so we all mucked in to give it a
makeover; Luanne’s husband helped transform

the shop with Steph’s husband wallpapering and
we all painted,” explains Tania. “We had a vision of it

being light, airy and boutiquey but not ostentatious; we
wanted people to feel comfortable to walk in.”
Nine months on, and customers have

been crossing the threshold in their
droves, particularly starry-eyed teens
looking for the prom dress that will make
them a Twitter hit. “Our prom dresses
are very popular and girls will spend
a couple of hours with us trying on
different styles: often we get tears when
they find THE dress,” Luanne smiles.
“We encourage them to try dresses

on that perhaps they wouldn’t
have normally picked,” adds
Tania, “and then when you just
see them blossom, it’s lovely!”
To avoid any awkward ‘she’s

wearing my dress – and looks
better!’ moments, Cream
Rose keeps a tally of who has
bought what gown, so no two students from the
same school or college will be sold the same
dress. “We’ve got a spreadsheet that’s updated
every day,” explains Stephanie, who’s now fully
trained in styling. “If you’ve paid a lot of money
for a dress, the last thing you want is to turn up
and find someone is wearing the same one.”
Beside the prom market, occasionwear is big

business, with Belgian brand Linea Raffaelli
a hit for weddings, as well as Cream Rose’s
very own label – and with a seamstress
and hatmaker on the team, alterations and

embellishments are a doddle.
Plus-size is another specialism, and the general lack of

flattering outfits for shapely ladies is clearly one of Luanne’s
bugbears. “What’s typically available for the fuller figure
on the high street is what I would class as ‘tent dresses’,
which are shapeless and baggy. Bigger ladies actually need
shaped clothes to show off their waists. So we’ve looked for
suppliers – and Dynasty is one of them – where a size 16 is a
size 16 but the bust and the hips are made bigger, though the
waist is the same. They’re cut so well and it makes the client
feel lovely because they’re fitting into a size 16 instead of a
size 18 or 20. So we’re always consciously looking for styles
to suit all different figure types,” she explains.
Those who feel self-conscious about trying on clothes

have also been catered for sensitively with private changing
rooms available. “There’s nothing worse than having a size
6 prom girl in the changing room if you’re a self-conscious
size 20 perhaps, so we’ll immediately notice that and steer
the client off to a private room where they may feel more
comfortable,” Luanne says.
This sensitivity to customers’ needs, coupled with a

perpetually evolving array of vibrant stock, and a strong
styling service, means Cream Rose is really starting to

flourish, and it’s not even a year old yet.
So what highlights do the next 12

months hold for the trend-setting trio?
“We all love the buying; we go to
MODA at Birmingham NEC and Pure
London, so we’re looking forward to
those – it’s like one huge piece of retail
therapy!” Luanne laughs.
“But more than that, the enjoyment is

in seeing people’s faces light up when
they find something they love.We
have some really self-conscious people
coming in and you can see when they
walk through the door, they are so
uptight and tense, but then when they
leave smiling, with a dress they feel
lovely in, it’s definitely the best part of
the job! It’s why we do it.”

IT’S SO GREAT TO SEE
PEOPLE FEELING MORE
COMFORTABLE IN THEIR
OWN SKIN, LIKING
WHAT THEY SEE IN THE
MIRROR AND GROWING
IN SELF-CONFIDENCE
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Cream Rose is at 7 High Street, Fenstanton.
Visit cream-rose.co.uk or call (01480) 461187.
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